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The Crossley Brothers

The two Crossley brothers
Francis William Crossley (1839-
1897) and William John Crossley
(1844-1909) were of Northern
Irish descent and had commenced
in business when Francis
Crossley bought the engineering
business of John M. Dunlop &
Company of Great Marlborough
Street, Manchester, with help
from his uncle, in 1867. He was
later joined by his brother
William.

The company name was initially
Crossley Brothers and Dunlop,
but in August 1867 the name was
changed to Crossley Brothers.

Left: Francis William Crossley
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Each of the brothers had served
engineering apprenticeships -
Francis (known as Frank) at
Robert Stephenson & Company
and William at Armstrong,
Mitchell & Company, both in
Newcastle upon Tyne.

William concentrated on the
business side, Frank provided
the engineering expertise. The
brothers were committed
Christians and strictly
teetotal, refusing to supply
their products to companies
such as breweries, whom they
did not approve of.

They adopted the early
Christian symbol of the Coptic
Cross as the emblem to use on
their road vehicles.

Right: William John Crossley
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In 1869 they acquired the UK and world (except German) rights to the
patents of Otto and Langen of Cologne for the new gas fuelled atmospheric
internal combustion engine and in 1876 these rights were extended to the
Otto four-stroke cycle engine.

Crossley Brothers became a private limited company in 1881. The first
Crossley cars were introduced in 1904 to a design by chief engineer James
S. Critchley who had previously been with Daimler, and W. M. McFarland.
The Crossley brothers saw a future for these new machines and decided a
separate company was required and as a result Crossley Motors Ltd was
registered on the 11th April 1906 as the vehicle manufacturing arm of
Crossley Brothers Ltd.

Originally based in the main factory, they moved to a nearby site in
Napier Street, Gorton, Manchester in 1907. (Napier Street was later
renamed Crossley Street). In 1910 Kenneth Crossley and William Letts
reformed Crossley Motors and it was re-registered with a different
company number.

With the steady increase in vehicle production, the capacity of the
Gorton site was reached, and in 1914 a further 48 acre site was bought
in Heaton Chapel, Stockport which became the Errwood Park Works.
Construction of the new factory started in 1915, although intended to
relieve congestion on the old site, with the onset of World War I, it
was given over to war work.
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Crossley Motors Ltd - The Buses: 1928-1958

After cessation of hostilities the government sold off many thousands of
surplus vehicles including many Crossleys. Being large vehicles they were
eminently suitable for conversion and many were rebodied as small buses
or charabancs, although not primarily intended for this purpose.

In 1926 the decision was made to go into full scale bus production, which
involved major capital investment. The prototype, the single decker
Eagle, going on loan to Manchester Corporation in 1928. With a wheelbase
of 16ft 7½ins it had the 30/70 4-cylinder 5.3 litre petrol engine
delivering 70 hp with, unusually for its time, an aluminium cylinder
head. The Eagle was said to be good for 50mph at 10mpg. Eighty two were
built including two double deckers and a solitary normal control version.
Some were bodied by Crossley but others were supplied as chassis only,
the bodies being supplied by a large number of coachbuilders as
determined by the operators who included private and municipal
undertakings.

In 1929 a smaller lighter version of the Eagle was introduced. The
26-seat Hawk was not very successful and only about a dozen were made as
it was expensive at £850 for the chassis. The overall length of the
chassis was just under 24 feet and a four cylinder 30/70 engine was used
developing 48bhp at 1000rpm.
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The trend in the late 1920s was to 6-cylinder engines and in 1929 the
Arrow appeared using the 38/110 engine in what was essentially an Eagle
chassis with improved steering geometry. The engine used the same bore
and stroke as the trusty 25/30 but a change was made to a monobloc casting
from the old pair cast layout. Side valves were retained and the drive
was through a mid mounted heavier version of the 4 speed gearbox. In the
same year Crossley expanded into making complete buses with a delivery
of a single decker to Manchester. The name had to be changed in 1930 when
it was pointed out that Arrow was already owned by Dennis and for a while
the bus was known simply as the "Six" but in 1930 it took the inconsistent
name of Alpha which would logically belong to the lorry range. 135 were
sold mainly between 1929 and 1932 but the last was not actually made
until 1937.

1930 saw the Condor double decker designed largely for the tram
conversion market. The 38/110 engine was again used in a new chassis that
retained the Eagle's wheelbase. In order to minimise the vehicle height
the differential was moved to the off-side. 152 were sold with the
majority having timber framed Crossley bodies. By the late 1920s
consideration was being given by major bus operators to the use of diesel
power and three Condors were fitted with Gardner 6L2 8.4 litre engines
in 1930 and went as demonstrators to Leeds, Manchester and Sheffield
Corporations. The Leeds bus was the first on the 27 September and so was
probably the first diesel powered double decker in service in the world.
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The 6L2 was not an ideal choice as it was designed as a marine engine
and was rather bulky and heavy but it proved the possibility of the use
of diesels in buses.

With the company's links to Crossley Brothers there should have been a
great opportunity to capture this new market. Gardner based in Patricroft
to the west of Manchester was a rival of Crossley Brothers so it was
always unlikely that their engines would be chosen but surprisingly
Crossley Motors decided to develop their own diesel unaided by Crossley
Brothers, a claim even stated in their marketing material. The new engine
was designed to be physically the same size as the petrol equivalent, a
requirement that seems to have had a military basis as there was hope of
selling diesel powered transport to the War Department. A solitary IGL
was actually produced but the logistics of supplying two types of fuel
meant that the armed services stuck to petrol. The prototype of the new
6-cylinder diesel engine called the 45/85 was ready in late 1930 and
three were fitted to Condor double deckers and went to Manchester,
Rochdale and Aberdeen for trials. The engine used direct injection and
was of 8.4 litre capacity. Presumably as a result of the trials a larger
capacity was needed and the production engine, the 48/100, had the bore
increased from 4 1/4 inches to 4 7/16 inches giving a capacity of 9120cc
and 100bhp at 1800rpm. The engine always suffered from its requirement
to fit in the petrol engine's space as this limited its bottom end size
and the crankshaft and bearings had a reputation for failure but the
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writing was on the wall for petrol buses and no more were made by Crossley
after 1932 apart from a solitary coach on a Delta truck chassis in 1935.

Early diesel Condors could be distinguished from the petrol ones by a
deeper radiator styled more like that used on the cars. This was
introduced to give better cooling from 1931 but was fitted as a
modification to earlier ones. The final petrol engined model also changed
to the new radiator.

Another development with the Condor was the use of the Wilson
pre-selector gear box, offered from 1932 as an alternative to the normal
4-speed sliding mesh box.

The next engine development came in late 1932 when the 48/100 was fitted
with a Ricardo "Comet" cylinder head and indirect injection. The engine
name was changed to VR6 and retaining the 9120cc capacity was rated at
100bhp at 1700rpm. A 4 cylinder version, the VR4, was also made.

Total Condor production was 154 petrol, 3 Gardner diesel, 210 Crossley
diesel and one six wheeler. The last one was made in 1934.

Manchester had always been the major customer for the buses and in 1933
reacting to a new specification produced by the city a new chassis for
both single and double deckers was designed. This was designated the
Mancunian. The double decker had a wheelbase of 16ft 7½ins and the single
17ft 7ins. Apart from the back axles the mechanical specification was
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the same. The VR6 engine was retained but now mounted in unit with the
gear box. The gear change also moved to the left hand but a central
accelerator pedal was surprisingly retained. To help reduce the bottom
end problems of the VR6 a "short stroke" 8365cc version of the VR6 came
out in 1935 with a slight reduction in peak power to 93.5bhp but this
increased to 99bhp in 1938 with the improved "Comet III" Ricardo head.
Interestingly, at the request of customers, some Mancunians were fitted
with 6LW Gardner engines.

The majority of Mancunians had Crossley bodies and at first these used
the traditional timber frames but in 1932 a metal framed Metro-Cammell
body had been fitted to a Condor for Manchester. This performed well and
Manchester decided to go over completely to metal framed bodies. Early
experiments involved aluminium frames from Metropolitan-Vickers and
steel tubed ones from Accles & Pollock but Manchester preferred the
Metro-Cammell design and so an agreement was reached that they would
supply frames to be completed and clad by Crossley at Gorton. Some were
also used to rebody earlier buses in Manchester Corporation's fleet
including, significantly Leylands. This was the first time Crossley had
built bodies on other people's chassis and this was to grow to be
significant work in the post-war period.

A redesigned modernised version of the Mancunian was introduced in 1935
with curved bodywork and a much higher specification interior. It became
known as the "Streamliner". The majority of bodies were built using
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Metro-Cammell frames but these were later supplemented by ones from
English Electric.

A further update to the Mancunian happened in 1938 with improvements to
the frame to give extra support to the rear platform and a gearbox with
constant mesh introduced. Synchromesh prototypes were also successfully
tried but did not go into production until after the war. Crossley also
experimented with fully automatic transmission systems and prototypes
were put in service but the war intervened and development was shelved.

Total production of Mancunians was 234 "Standard", 277 Streamliner and
2 Standard body on Streamliner chassis double deckers, and 25 Standard,
20 Streamliner and 1 Standard body on Streamliner chassis single deckers.

As well as operating bus fleets, many towns and cities also had extensive
tram and trolleybus networks. The first "railless trolley line" was
opened in Britain in 1911 and by the 1920s these were seen by many as
more flexible and cheaper then tramways.

Early vehicles had been heavily built, rather like tramcars, with solid
tyres but by the late twenties more sophisticated bus-like vehicles were
taking over.

Crossley were late in the market but to catch up recruited the chief
designer from Sunbeam Commercial Vehicles and produced prototype 6 and
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4-wheel double deckers with Metro-Cammell body frames and Metropolitan-
Vickers motors that went into service with Ashton-under-Lyne in 1936.

Series production of 4 and 6-wheeled versions designated TDD4 and TDD6
started in 1937 with an order from Manchester for 38 complete vehicles
and bodies for a further 38 Leyland chassis. Other customer were Belfast
and Hull. Total production of TDD4s was 93 and TDD6s 17.

The twenty bought by Hull in 1938 remained in service until 1962 by which
time they were the last pre-war Crossleys in use.

Production of buses and trolleybuses virtually ceased during World War
II but design work went ahead on a new generation of buses for the postwar
world. Work on a new engine had actually started in 1938 under the
leadership of Chief Engine Designer W. C. Worrall. Unfortunately, during
the early stages of the work he became ill with tuberculosis and was sent
by Sir Kenneth Crossley to Switzerland to recover.

While there he visited the works of Saurer where he had worked before
joining Crossley and saw their new direct injection cylinder head. He
recognised this would be ideal for the new engine he was working on and
sought permission to use it. By 1942 three prototype 8.6 litre engines,
now called HOE7, had been built at Gorton and two new chassis prepared,
one with a new body the other from a Mancunian and in 1944 this went on
trial with Manchester Corporation. Performance was excellent and in 1944
the government gave permission for the production of 150 double decked
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DD42 and 80 bodies to proceed. A single decked SD42 had also been
designed but this had to wait until after the war ended. A new body was
designed in co-operation with Manchester using Crossley's metal framing
system that had been under development since the late 1930s and the
prototype was fitted to a Mancunian and sent out for testing. Visually
it continued the design line that went back to the Streamliner but had
a much larger windscreen and the rear two side windows had high sills
which were needed to provide stronger supports for the rear platform
which was reputed to carry large numbers of football supporters. Bodies
to the same design were also made by Metro-Cammell and Brush.

At the end of 1945 production at the government Shadow Aircraft Factory
No 5 at Errwood Park, adjacent to the old Willys Overland Crossley site,
had finished and it was offered for sale. Crossley Motors entered
negotiations and in September 1946 agreed to lease it for 10 years with
an option to buy at the end of this period. In January 1947 the registered
office was moved from Gorton and production transferred over the next
six months. The old factories in Gorton were sold. The company had at
last got space to expand and with a completely new chassis, body and
engine and with war time damage to bus fleets to be made good prospects
were excellent.

First deliveries of DD42's had been made from Gorton in 1946 to customers
in Bury (5), Leeds (1), Luton (8), Manchester (71), South Shields (6)
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and Stockport (1). Between 1945 and 1951 1,114 DD42's were made with
Manchester (291) and Birmingham (270) being the biggest customers.

Body production using a design nearly identical to the one specified by
Manchester also restarted in 1945 initially on Leyland PD1's and AEC
Regals. Crossley bodies were always excellent, if expensive, and this
was to become a very important work area and between 1945 and 1958 1,122
bodies were fitted to a wide variety of bus and coach chassis.

Single decker production for the home market started in 1947 with the
SD42/3, at first to municipal operators but then increasingly to the
growing private coach market, an area that had been largely untapped
pre-war. In the end 620 out of a total of 1680 SD's went to independent
operators.

However, problems soon arose with the new HOE7 engine. A dispute over
royalty payments with Saurer resulted in a rapid redesign of the cylinder
head which resulted in an engine that never "breathed" properly. The new
design also ran hotter, was down on power, was less economical on fuel
and had a greater appetite for engine oil than the original version. The
problems were not resolved until 1949 when following the AEC takeover a
new downdraught head was introduced but by then major damage to
Crossley's reputation had been done. The bottom end was successful though
and the pre-war crankshaft and bearing problems were conquered. Also the
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new chassis was excellent, running very smoothly and the synchromesh
gearbox was one of the best available.

Trolleybus production also restarted in 1948 even though the days for
these vehicles were now numbered. In 1950 two new double deckers, the 30
feet long three axle TDD64 "Dominion" and the 26 feet long two axle TDD42
"Empire", were launched powered as before the war by Metro-Vickers
motors. Orders were received from Ashton-under-Lyne, Manchester and
Cleethorpes and also export orders for 33 feet long single deckers for
Wellington and New Plymouth in New Zealand. Production continued until
1958 with a final order for bodies fitted to BUT chassis for Glasgow.
Total postwar chassis production amounted to 75, consisting of 45
TDD42's, 16 TDD64's and the 14 single deckers for New Zealand. With the
110 made pre-war the total number of trolleybus chassis made was 185.

The trolleybuses were delivered to their customers, or the docks, by
being towed by either a prewar Beta or one of the two prototype postwar
lorries.

By the end of the 1940s the post war boom was coming to an end and company
rationalisation and mergers were starting throughout the industry. It
was clear that Crossley was too small to survive on its own and in 1945
the board decided to look for a partner or buyer. Discussions at first
were with Maudslay but in 1948 the Crossley board decided to sell to AEC
who at the same time took over Maudslay. The new holding company became
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known as ACV (Associated Commercial Vehicles). Trading conditions for
the whole industry were becoming more difficult and the supply of raw
materials was still restricted by the Ministry of Supply. Crossley prices
were also up to 20% higher than those quoted by their competitors. The
market for the successful SD42 coach business was also hit when
regulations changed in 1950 allowing 30 foot long bodies. The front
engined layout was becoming obsolete as well so the lengthened SD42 which
was offered was not what the market wanted.

New orders were becoming scarce and the machine shop took on general work
to keep going but there were redundancies elsewhere. Some work continued
for other parts of ACV such as trucks for Egyptian Railways and some
trolleybuses but in 1951 it was decided to stop selling the Crossley
chassis. Any customers would now be offered AEC or Maudslay designs and
the last genuine Crossley was constructed in August 1953 for Rotherham
Corporation. From then onwards it was badge engineered AECs that left
the Errwood Park factory. Body production did continue and ACV directed
an order for military bodies to the factory and gearbox production kept
the machine shop busy.

There was a final order for some railway bodies but it was obvious that
the end was coming. There was an exodus of skilled staff and in 1958 the
Errwood Park plant was declared surplus by ACV and closed down. The final
bus bodies were still in manufacture for Stockport and these were
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accepted part-built with Stockport hiring some ex-Crossley employees to
complete them.

The last Crossley bus in service is believed to have been with Blackburn
in the late 1970s and a handful have been preserved. In total 5,500 buses
and bodies left the Gorton and Stockport factories.
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Production Notes 1928-1958

The "Eagle" range of single and double deck buses was introduced in mid
1928. The last were built in 1930 but still appeared in catalogues until
1934. The "Hawk" was a shortened version designed for the coach market.
82 forward control "Eagle" chassis were produced with numbers 90000 to
90080 and one normal control numbered 90101. 2 were built as double
deckers and 1 was bodied as a van. 12 "Hawks" were produced numbered 90301
to 90312.

The "Arrow" range of single deck buses was introduced in September 1929.
The name was changed to the "Six" in April 1930 and then to the "Alpha"
in September 1931. The "Arrow" name was dropped because it was owned by
Dennis.

135 petrol engined chassis were produced with numbers 90201 to 90300
between 1929 and 1931 and 90601 to 90635 between 1930 and 1931. 2 Diesel
versions with VR4 engines intended for export were also made in 1933
numbered 91101 intended for New Zealand, but never shipped, and 91102
which went to Perth, Australia. 25 further chassis numbered 91901 to 91947
made in 1934 and also called "Alphas" in publicity material were in fact
Mancunians.
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Manchester Corporation’s No. 38 (VM3675) was a Crossley Eagle demonstrator new in 1928 with
Davidson B32R bodywork, seen here in a 1928 advertisement. (Graces Guide).
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Bury Corporation operated this Crossley Alpha built in 1930. No. 31 (EN4723) had dual-door
32-seat bodywork by Vulcan. (LTHL collection).
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The "Condor" range of double deck buses was introduced in 1930. The last
ones were built in 1934 when it was superseded by the Mancunian.

152 petrol engined chassis were produced with numbers 90401 to 90403 and
90406 to 90500 between 1930 and 1931 and 90701 to 90757 between 1931 and
1932.

214 diesel versions were made. Chassis numbers 90468, 90481 and 90498
were fitted with 45/85 diesel engines as trial vehicles. Numbers 90501
to 90503 were fitted with Gardner 6L2 engines in 1930. For the main
production run 90801 to 90900 were made between 1930 and 1932 and used
the 48/100 engine, 91001 to 91100 made between 1932 and 1933 used either
the 48/100 or VR6 engine. Finally 91401 to 91408 built in 1934 had the
VR6 engine.

A single 3 axle model with Wilson pre-selector gearbox numbered 91301 was
made as a demonstrator in 1934.
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Rochdale Corporation No. 37 (DK6552) was a 1930 Crossley Condor with Crossley 48-seat
bodywork, seen here when new. (LTHL collection).
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The "Mancunian" range of double and single-deck buses were introduced in
1933. The last ones were built in 1941.

Production can be split into six groups:

91701 to 91842 - 1933 to 1935 - Double-deck. 9120 cc VR6 engine or
Gardner 6LW.

91901 to 91925 - 1934 – Single-deck (sometimes listed as Alphas). 9120
cc VR6 engine

91926 to 91947 - 1937 and 1939 - "Streamline" single-deck. 8365 cc VR6
Type 2 engine

92201 to 92294 - 1935 to 1936 - Double-deck. 8365 cc VR6 Type 2 engine

92501 to 92853 - 1938 to 1941 - "Streamline" double-deck (some never
made). 8365 cc VR6 Type 2 engine or Gardner 5LW.
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Manchester was a loyal Crossley customer for a number of years, this is No. 457 (AND93), a
Crossley Mancunian with Crossley 56-seat bodywork, new in 1934. (LTHL collection).
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No. 36 (AXJ462) was a single-deck Crossley Mancunian with Crossley 32-seat bodywork, also
new in 1934. (LTHL collection).
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The Delta range of commercials was introduced in November 1933, the
two-axle chassis was rated at three to four tons capacity and was
available as a lorry or bus chassis. Bus chassis were offered in normal
and, from mid 1934, forward control types and a single example of a coach
was also made.

The 20/60 3705cc 4 cylinder petrol engine was used with the VS4 diesel
as an alternative from late 1935.

Chassis numbers were in the 963xx range for the petrol engine and 965xx
for the diesel chassis. The number made is not known.
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The only coach version on the Crossley Delta chassis was for Manchester Corporation. No. 6
(BVU98) is a Crossley Delta with Crossley C20F coachwork. (LTHL collection).
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The prototype of the "DD42" range of double deck buses was built in
1944 with production starting in 1945. The last ones were built in
1952. 1,114 were made in total.

Production can be split into several groups:

92901 to 92903 - 1944 - Prototypes with only 92901 completed. 8600 cc
Crossley HOE7 engine.

93201 to 93900 - 1945 to 1947 - DD42/3. 7ft 6in (2286 mm) wide. 8600 cc
Crossley HOE7/1 direct injection engine. (251 made)

93901 to 94232 - 1947 and 1948 - DD42/4 8ft (2440 mm) wide and DD42/5
7ft 6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/1 direct injection engine. (306
made)

94701 to 94799 - 1948 to 1950 - DD42/8 8ft wide and DD42/7 7ft 6in
wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/4B direct injection engine. (200 made)

94800 to 95200 - 1948 to 1950 - DD42/8 8ft wide, DD42/6 and DD42/7 7ft
6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/4, 7/4B, and 7/5B direct injection
engine. (300 made)

95301 to 95908 - 1950 to 1952 - DD42/8 and 8A 8ft wide and DD42/7 7ft
6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/5 direct injection engine. (58 made)

The chassis was the same for the 7ft 6 in and 8ft bodies, the extra width
was accomodated by using wider axles.
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Birmingham Corporation were one of the biggest purchasers of Crossley’s DD42 chassis. This
is No. 2362 (JOJ362) a DD42/7 with Crossley 54-seat bodywork, dating from 1950. (Claire
Pendrous).
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The "SD42" range of single deck buses was built between 1947 and 1952. A
large number of single deck buses were also supplied to the Netherlands.

Excluding the Dutch order, 755 chassis were made.

Production can be split into several groups:

97301 to 97375 - SD42/3. 7ft 6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/1 direct
injection engine. Four speed synchromesh or constant mesh transmission.
(75 made)

97401 to 97404 - SD42/1. 7ft 6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE9
supercharged direct injection engine. Five speed constant mesh
transmission. (4 made - all exported to Uruguay)

97501 to 97506 - SD42/2. 7ft 6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/3 direct
injection engine. Five speed constant mesh transmission. (6 made - 5
exported to Uruguay and 1 to Portugal)

97601 to 98221 - 1948 to 1952 (618 made).

SD42/4. 7ft 6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/1 direct injection engine.
Turbo transmitter (None built)

SD42/5. 8ft 0in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/1 direct injection engine.
Four speed transmission.
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SD42/6. 7ft 6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/1 direct injection engine.
Four speed transmission.

SD42/7. 7ft 6in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/5 direct injection engine.
Four or five speed transmission.

SD42/8. 8ft 0in wide. 8600 cc Crossley HOE7/5 direct injection engine.
Four speed transmission.

98501 to 98554 - 1950 to 1952 (54 made)

SD42/9. 7ft 6in wide 30 feet long Coach chassis. 8600 cc Crossley
HOE7/5 direct injection engine. Five speed constant mesh transmission.

SD42/9A 8 ft 0in wide 30 feet long. Coach chassis. 8600 cc Crossley
HOE7/5 direct injection engine. Five speed constant mesh transmission.
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Wright Bros of Alston own this preserved Crossley SD42/7 with Burlingham 33-seat coachwork
dating from 1949. (Alan Snatt).
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Netherlands Order

As part of post war reconstruction, Crossley supplied a large number of
buses to the Netherlands Railways (Nederlandse Spoorwegen). They were
built between 1946 and 1949.

The buses were made to three designs known in the factory as SD42/1 "Long
Dutch", SD42/2 "Short Dutch" and PT42/1 tractor units. The
tractor/trailer type were the first to be delivered with the trailer
chassis made by DAF with bodywork by Dutch companies Verheul, Werkspoor,
Fokker and Aviolanda. The tractor unit was based on a shortened DD42/1
double deck bus chassis. SD42/1s had bodies made by a variety of companies
to two basic centre door bus designs originating from Verheul and
Werkspoor and a further sixteen had 37 seat coach bodies for KLM built
by Verheul. SD42/2 bodies were of two types with the side door either
just ahead of the rear axle or just behind the front axle. 150 were
delivered with Crossley built bodies and the remainder divided between
Verheul (252), Jongerius (2), Hoogeveen (10) and Lamboo (9).

The PT42/1 were first to go into use entering service in 1946, the SD42/1
followed from April 1947 and finally the SD42/2 from August 1947.
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Production figures were -

SD42/1 (Long Dutch) - 500 with chassis numbers 96001 to 96500

SD42/2 (Short Dutch) - 425 with chassis numbers 96801 to 97225

PT42/1 Passenger Tractors - 250 with chassis numbers 96501 to 96750

The tractor/trailer units were phased out of public service in 1950/51
but many found other uses including mobile chapels. The last bus, a SD42/1
(96359) was withdrawn from service in the Netherlands in May 1965.

Several tractor units and 70 trailers were sold to East Germany and
continued in public service until 1965 in Dresden and Leipzig after which
some continued in non-passenger use until the late 1980s.

The trailers were designed for 80 passengers (52 seated, 28 standing),
the Short Dutch (SD42/2) 42 seated passengers and the Long Dutch (SD 42/1)
46 seated passengers.
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One of the Crossley PT42/1 tractor units with DAF passenger trailer produced for the
Netherlands Railways just after World War II. (LTHL collection).
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Trolleybuses

The TDD6 3 axle, 6 wheel, trolleybuses were introduced in 1935 and the
TDD4 2 axle, 4 wheel, model in 1936. The last TDD6s were built in 1940
and TDD4s in 1942.

All were fitted with double deck bodies. The TDD4 was built on a
modified Mancunian bus chassis.

Chassis numbers were:

92301 to 92317 – TDD6 - 17 built.

92401 to 92497 - TDD4 - 97 built.

The TSD42 was an export model two axle trolleybus produced in 1948 and
all going to New Zealand, ten for Wellington and four for New Plymouth.The
TSD42s were exported to New Zealand in chassis form and had bodies fitted
by Wellington Tramways.
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No. 1144 (GNA62) dating from 1940 was a Crossley TDD4 with Crossley 54-seat bodywork on
MCCW frames. (GEC collection - courtesy David Beilby).
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No. 1052 (DXJ991) was one of the first batch of 1938 Crossley TDD6 trolleybuses with Crossley
68-seat bodywork, seen here before delivery sporting the ‘streamline’ livery. It was withdrawn
in 1955. (GEC collection - courtesy David Beilby).
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The TDD42 Empire two axle trolleybus was introduced in 1950 and the TDD64
Dominion three axle model in 1951. The last were built in 1951. All were
fitted with double deck bodies. The Empire was supplied to Manchester,
Ashton-under-Lyne and Cleethorpes, all the Dominions went to Manchester.

Chassis numbers were:

94301 to 94314 – TSD42/1 - 14 built.

94401 to 94445 - TDD42 "Empire" - 45 built.

94501 to 94516 - TDD64 "Dominion" - 16 built.

All the TDD42s had Crossley bodies except for the two designated TDD42/3
operated by Cleethorpes which had Roe bodies. All the TDD64s had Crossley
bodies.

Notes and Text courtesy and © Malcolm Asquith 2021; reproduced here by
kind permission of the author.
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